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Colours.

Sophisticated REDGregarious GREEN Comfortable BLUE                   

Basic BROWN Plain BLACK

We are declaring war on disposable packaging for take-away food. Our new ToGo boxes put an end to unnecessary 
waste production. They are the sustainable alternative to disposable packaging, offering plenty of space for warm and 
cold dishes to be carried safely and enjoyed.

When you buy our reusable ToGo packaging: No additional fees. No deposit/exchange system. 

No more single-use takeaway packaging!



Suitable for the fridge. 
You were given a huge portion?  
With our elastoREuse boxes, that’s  
no problem. You can easily keep food in them in 
your fridge. 

Suitable for the dishwasher.*

Our boxes are suitable for the dishwasher and 
can be cleaned there and used again and again. 

Sustainably produced | 
Made in Germany. 
Our elastoREuse boxes are made of polypropylene 
(PP) and are manufactured locally at our  
location in Sulzbach-Rosenberg. They are  
100% recyclable and of course BPA-free. 

Individual and customisable. 
Want to stand out from the crowd?  
Our boxes can be fully customised with  
laser engraving. Of course, this refined  
finishing touch does not affect the food  
or the functionality of the box at all. 

Compared to the production and recycling   
conditions for alternative materials, PP performs  
so much better. Less energy is used  to shape it.  
It weighs less, which saves fuel during trans- 
portation, and it is 100% recyclable. 

Environmental footprint. 

Containers made from PP can easily withstand 
many washes and therefore replace a huge 
amount of single-use packaging. An enormous 
saving in terms of costs for you and in terms   
of waste for the environment. 

Durable & cost-effective. 
Microwaveable. 
Is your food no longer as hot as you   
would like to be? With our elastoREuse boxes, 
heating up food in the microwave is no  
problem.

No more single-use takeaway packaging!
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* Excluding lid 01964 and 01965.
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No more single-use takeaway packaging!

01743 Meal box „ToGo“ large
Volume (bottom part only):  

1.2l

01724 Meal box „ToGo“ medium 
Volume (bottom part only):  

0.8l

01744 Burgerbox „ToGo“
Volume (bottom part only):   

0.7l
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No more single-use takeaway packaging!

01929 Meal box „ToGo“ XL, 3 sections01928 Meal box „ToGo“ XL, without dividers



No more single-use takeaway packaging!
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05200 Universal box „ToGo“ 
Volume (bottom part only):  

2.0l

07406 Sandwichbox „ToGo“05109 Meal box „ToGo“ round
Volume (bottom part only):  

1.1l



No more single-use takeaway packaging!
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01834 Pizza box „ToGo“01964 Food-Bowl „ToGo“, 1.0 l 01965 Food-Bowl „ToGo“, 2.2 l



No more single-use takeaway packaging!
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01859 Lunch box „Beech“
01839 Chopsticks, set of 2

Snack bowl „ToGo“
01353 with lid / 01352 without lid
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No more single-use takeaway packaging!

01822 Lid „ToGo“

01808 Drinking cup/
01854 Coffee mug  

„ToGo“, 0.3 l

01809 Drinking cup/ 
01962 Coffee mug  

„ToGo“, 0,4 l

01963 Drinking cup/ 
01969 Coffee mug 

„ToGo“, 0.5 l

01807 Drinking cup/
01934 Coffee mug  

„ToGo“ 0.2 l

01806 Drinking cup/
01959 Coffee mug  

„ToGo“ 0.1 l



We recycle together! If our boxes have 
done their job after all, we take them back 
free of charge and recycle them complete-
ly. The recycled material creates a wonder-
ful new article and the cycle starts all over 
again.

By using recycled material, we actively 
conserve resources. In this way, we increa-
se the sustainability of our products and 
set an example for the responsible use of 
plastic. This is our contribution to protec-
ting the environment.

The box has had its day?
Give it back!

Learn more  
about the  
recycling  
Process.

No more single-use takeaway packaging!


